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IMAGE

ICR • IDR • AIRDR • CBCT
iCRco provides a full range
of digital imaging solutions
including cassette workflow,
direct capture, and 3DCT. Its
globally-recognized products
reduce healthcare costs with
reliable hardware systems and
high-resolution capabilities.

CAPTURE

XC | ACQUISITION

XC touchscreen acquisition
with ICE-4 Enhancement
Image Acquisition Softw
Processing is the most
advanced image acquisition
application. From the Rad room
to the emergency room, from
full spine images to
mammography screenings, XC
acquires images for all.

REVIEW
iCRco.com

Patient Search

Improved Analysis

Multiple PACS

Patient Scheduling | Secure Billing | International Language Support
Introducing Clarity Practice—an advanced RIS/PACS solution

practice management solution. Radiology Practices can achieve

that allows you to securely utilize Clarity PACS and Clarity Practice

a fully automated workflow from front desk and scheduling to

while improving productivity for your radiology practice. The

billing. Clarity Practice provides easy monitoring of your workflow;

Clarity Practice is one simple interface providing a multi-modality

completely customizable to improve productivity.
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CLARITY PACS

Our fully web-enabled and
integrated PACS solutions help
transition your practice into
a safe, secure, and filmless
environment. Clarity PACS™
supports all your current and
future imaging needs.

icrco.com

CLARITY PRACTICE WORKFLOW
The Clarity Practice software provides varying user role management from front desk to
billing. The fully automated and integrated system allows for scheduling of patients, doctor
analysis, reporting, and patient billing. The easy customizable settings enables physicians to
work with ease including international language support and notification alert settings.

Clarity Practice Features
PATIENT SCHEDULING & MONITORING

RADIOLOGY ROOM SCHEDULING

TIME TABLE MANAGEMENT

Schedule patients and keep track of your
workflow with progress indicators and
editable patient information.

Assign patients and doctors to radiology
room with

Monitor custom workflow with doctor
and patient

PATIENT BILLING

USER ROLE MANAGEMENT

INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE SUPPORT

Manage, organize, and edit patient billing
information for patient visit and services.

Individualized user role managements
with customized features to specific users.

Create customized language support based
on customized user translation.

DICOM & HL7 COMPLIANT

NOTIFICATION VIA EMAIL & TEXT

CUSTOM SETTINGS

Auto-send data to PACS, and integrate
with electronic patient management
systems like RIS, HIS and EMR.

Create automated alerts for upcoming
appointments and reminders.

Create custom workflow procedures, text
annotations, imaging defaults, DICOM
settings, and administrative settings.

EDIT PATIENT INFORMATION

PHYSICIAN SCHEDULING

NEWS MESSAGING

Easily edit patient information at the time
of the visit with simple procedures.

Keep track of physician work shif ts
with easy, customizable time table
management.

Create personalized messages for your
radiology practice broadcasted over the
home page.
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